
Release Notes for Public PTF (2010-02-15)

1. Origin Product/Version

OXHE v6.14.0 Rev 12 (Public PTF 2010-01-20)

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

OXHE v6.14.0 Rev 14 (built 2010-02-10)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

15287   Sending mails from umlaut domains not possible
The fix corrects the comparison of email addresses if punycode is used. 
Possible side effects are that other functions around email addresses 
with punycode may not work.

15104   Onlinehelp does not work with IE6
Added link to online help directory in the toplevel gui directory so ie6 
compat gui now displays current 6.14 online help.

No side effects.

Attention: To use the Online Help under SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, 
you have to set the FollowSymLinks Option in the Apache configuration 
which isn't enabled by default. Otherwise the users will see a 403 error 
page.

For more information refer to http://sdb.open-xchange.com/node/246

15354   Users cannot mail because of missing aliases in "user_attribute" table
Updating the attributes of a user was not done in a transaction. This 
may cause reading the users attributes while some update currently 
deleted all attributes before writing them again. Then the user was read 
without attributes and mainly without aliases. Writing of that attributes 
is with the fix encapsulated inside a transaction and reading empty 
attributes of a user is not possible anymore.

No possible side effects.

15128   Trying to display a special mail whole the mail module is disabled
The email is broken because it uses the same boundary for the nested 
mime multiparts. Therefore parsing is very complex because mime 
multiparts can not be directly distinguished. The fix tries to its best to 
parse the broken structure.

No possible side effects.

15328   Several Crawlers not working any longer for 6.14
Updated LinkedIn, GMX and Yahoo crawler yml files.

No possible side effects.
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15356   Facebook crawler displays "You entered the wrong password"
Updated facebook crawler yml file.

No possible side effects.

4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none - 

Changes of database schemes

- none - 

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none - 

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none - 

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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